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Process Recurrence and Input Use at the Industry Level:
A Coherent Long-Period Analysis

Ian Steedmanl

ABSTRACT

familiar partial equilibriun analysis of an individual industryh use of a pdrticular input
iwolves changing only one price (that of the particular input in question), even when long period equilibrium is considered. But this is incoherent, other than influke cases, since such a price
change will always force other industries out oflong period equilibrium. llhen this incoherence
is removed, and equilibrium is taken seriously, the comparative statics results obtained can diJfer sharply from those derived from the famlliar analysis.
The

l. INrRoDUcnoN
Section 2 of this paper will present a number of examples of competitive, constant retums to
scale economies in which input use, per unit of output, is positively related to the price of the
input. In each case the input use in question will be the direct use ofthe input in a single-product industy; no reference will be made to any vertically-integrated quantities or to any aggregated, economy-wide quantities. The focus of attention will thus be an individual industry and
its use ofparticulat physically specified inputs. Since some ofthe examples given may remind
the reader of those employed in the discussion of reswitching and capital-reversing, it will be
as well not only to stress that our examples focus on the individual industry but also to point
out that no value-aggregates of inputs will be considered, that no reswitching oftechniques at
the economy level will be involved and that, in most ofthe examples, the rate of interest will
be constant (or even constant and zero). While some ofthe examples will involve industries facing only a limited set of altemative production processes, othen will allow for infinitely many
such processes in one or more industries. Section 3 of the paper will provide some discussion
ofthe relation between the results ofthe examples and the familiar anaiysis ofthe 'downward
sloping input demand curve'; this will lead into a criticism of the way in which the celeris
paribw clause is interpreted in that familiar analysis. In both Section 2 and Section 3, all our
arguments will be of a snictly comparative statics nature and no process of change will ever be
considered.
2. lwousrnv-r-evel INpur usE IN CoNSTANT RETURNs EcoNoMrEs
The reswitching of tecbdques phenomenon, which we shall not be concemed with in this papeq
involves the 'abandonment' and then the 'readoption' of a complete set of production process-
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of interest notionally 'rises'. Suppose that a certain set of processes would be
adopted in a competitive economy at an interest rate oftwo per centl that many ofthose processes would not be used at an interest rate of six per cenu and that at an interest rate of l0 per cent
all but one ofthe industries would have reverted to the process used at an interest rate of two
per cent: this would not be an example ofthe reswitching oftechniques, even ifthe one indusqv which had not reverted to its 'original' process were to be just one industry out of a thousand. At the industry level, nevertheless, something noteworthy has occurred in the other 999
indusfies; in each of them a particular method of production has been 'abandoned' and then
'readopted' as the rate of interest has 'risen' monotonically. We may refer to such an occurrence
in an industry as lecwrence of the production process in that industry. (In this terminology,
then, reswitching of techniques requires that at least one industry exhibits recurrence and that
every industry exhibits either recurence or no change ofproduction process).
Of course, in relation to an industry's demand curve for ar input, one might be interested
not only in the phenomenon of complete (industry) process recurence but also in the possibility that the amount of some particular input, per unit of ouput, might 'recu' even while the
amounts of other inputs employed do not do so. More generally, one might be interested in
checking carefully to see whether the use of particular inputs, per unit of output, is always
(weakly) inversely related to the conesponding prices.
The following examples all exclude any reswitching of tecbniques as the rate of interest varies. While they are in the same spirit as those of Steedman (1985), (1988) and (1998),
they give grealer emphasis both to the case of a constant - or even zero - rate of interest and to
industries with infinitely many altemative methods of production; moreover, models of the
Samuelson-Hicks-Spaventa type are here considered for the first time.
es as the rate

Example A
We consider first a simple 'input output' system involving just two commodities and labourIndustry one has no choice ofproduction method: it uses (0.3 units of commodity one, 0.5 units
of commodity two and 0.1 units of labour) to produce I unit of commodity one. Industry wo
has a choice between two altemative methods. In the a method (0.6 units of commodity one,
0.2 ulits of commodity two and 3 units of labour) are used to produce I unit of commodity two;
in the B method (0.01 units of commodity one,0.69 units of commodity two and 2.9 units of
labour) are used.
Let i be the rate of interest and p and ra be, respectively, the price of commodity one
and the real wage rate in terms of commodity 2. In a competitive economy, the following must
hold for industry one, if wages are paid ex post:

p = 0.l]a/ +

(l + 1) (0.3p

+ 0.5)

The correspondhg equation for industry two will, ofcourse, depend on which method is in use.
When a is used:
I = 3r, + (l + i) (0.6p + 0.2)
but when method P is in use:

| :2.9w

- (l + t) (0.01p + 0.69)

The industry one equation combined with the c (P) equation for industry two defines how the
real wage rate, w, falls as the interest rate, rises if metbod o (p) is adopted. At any given i,

i
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that method - s or P - will be adopted that yields the higher w, It can be shown that for (nonnegative) i < 8.5 per cent method d will be used, while the p method will be used when 8.5 per
cent < i. As the real wage 'falls' (and i 'rises') there is a switch from o to F and labour use per
unit of output in industry two 'falls' (Aom 3 to 2.9). Thus direct labour use per unit of gross
output in industry two is positively related to the real product wage rate. (See Woods, 1990, $
6.7 for similar examples.)
Example B
We now change to the 'Samuelson-Hicks-Spaventa' type of model in which there are various
qualitatively different 'machines', each ofwhich can be combined with labour to produce either
the single consumption commodity or new machines ofthe same kind. We begin with the twotechnique example ofthe following table, in which we adopt Hicks' familiar (c,B,4b) notation,
while I/ and l represent tie maximum wage rate and interest rater respectively, with a given
technique.

Techniquel00al00pabWI
I
14.400 4.00 0.80 |
2
21.875 1.25 0;75 1

1.3t58 25 0/<,
t.1268 33 %

Note that:

i) a/p>a/b for eachtechnique,

so that the consumption sector is always rnore

machine-

intensive than the conesponding machine sector.

> w,
It < Ij

l1) wt
ir\)

As the real consumption wage rate w rises'from zero there is a single switch from technique
? to technique I (at about i = 10% and w = 0.72) ar d p 'rises' by Z20yo. Drrect labour use per
unit of output in the consumption commodity sector is posfiiv€l]/ related to the real consump-

tion wage rate.
Having illustrat€d the basic point in a simple case, we may now extend this type of
model in two ways (simultaneously). First, we may allow each given kind of machine to be
combinable with labour in continuously variable proportions, in both consumption commodity
and machine production, the former activity always being the more machine intensive: for
example, we may in&oduce two Cobb-Douglas functions. Secondly, we may also allow there to
be infinitely many kinds of machine, for example by defining the relevant coefiicients to be
functions ofa continuous variable. As w varies continuously, so does the type ofmachine in use
- and even given the kind of machine, both machine - labour ratios arc infinitely variable. Yet
it can still be the case that as w 'rises', direct use of labour per unit ofconsumption commodity output is absolutely conslant; or'lrseJ' with w; or behaves in more complex non-inverse
ways. This is so when there is no reswitching, no capital-reversing and unlimited substitution
possibilities in single-product processesExample C
In the examples given above the interest rate was variable; in this and the following examples
it will always be constant (and indeed zero in examples D to F). Consider two exremely simple 'Austrian' production processes, each taking two periods to produce one unit of consump-

-
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tion commodity. The 'Greek' process ernploys (1, 12) units of land and labour, respectively, in
the fint period and (13, l) units in the second. The 'Roman' process employs (12, l) in the first
period and (1, 13) in the second. Let r be the real land rental. lfthe interest rate is t = 0, the
Greek process is used ifr = 0 but the Roman process is used ifw = 0- (The overall land-labour
ratio is greater in the Greek process). Suppose now, however, that the interesl rate is fixed at i
= l0 per cent. The Creek process will be used if and only if

(l+t(*l?]v)

+ (l 3r+w) < (l+

DQz*w) + (r+13re),

l0 per cent) if and only if r > w.
With I = 10 per cent, a sumcient 'rise' m (r/w), fron zero, provokes a switch from the
Roman to the Greek process, i.e. a'rise' in the overall land-labour ratio and in the 'final stage'
(or second period) Iandlabour ratio. Notice that, with only two time pe ods involved, no (r/w)
ratio could lead to reswitching with respect to changes in the rate of interest. And yet, with a
fixed rate of interest of l0 p€r cent (or, indeed, any other i > 9.'l per cent), the land-labour ratio
employed in a competitive economy will be posilrvely related to the rent-wage ratio. Indeed, if
we may regard the two 'final stages' as constituting 'the' consumption commodity industry,
i.e. (with t =

then in that industry direct land use and direct labour use, per unit ofoutput, are positively rclated to the real rent and the real wage, respectively.

Example D
Here we extend the two-technique 'Samuelson-Hicks-Spaventa' model to allow for the use of
land (as well as labour) in all four production processes. The familiar Hicksian notation is correspondingly extended to (o,F,I; a,b,c) vrheJe, of course, y and c are the amounts of land used
per unit of consurnption commodity or per machine; in the table, Ilz and R show the maximum
wage rate and maximum rent rate.

Tech.

II?
11l

c

p

'{abc
I
0.80 1.70
2
0.82 232

t00w

2.30
r.',t4

9.53
7.20

l00R
8.00
8.57

Note that, for each technique, (a/p) > (a/b) and (ci1) > (a/c), so that the consumption sector is
unambiguously the more machine-intensive sector. Note too thal whi\E Wr> lfr, R, < Rr;
so that as the real consumption wage, 1r, falls from 0,1053 to zero and the real rent rate, r, rises
from zero to 0.0857, there is a single switch from technique I to technique II, the rate of interest being constant and zero. (The switch occus at w = 0.0163 and r:0,0663). But that switch
of technique, as
falls, tnvolves a halving of $ and, a doubling of1. Both direct labour use
and direct land use, per unit of consumption output, arc positively rel ted to the corresponding
real product factor prices, in a competitive economy witl a zero rate of interest. (It is worth noting that if the rate of interest were variable, no mtio of r to w would lead to reswitching with
respect to the interest rate - but the (Ap/Aw) >0< (Ayl&) result would hold for any ftted itterest rate in the range 0 < i < 11.76%).

(/r)

Ex.ample E

As in the previous example, we still have a constant, zero mte of interest and production by
means of land, labour and produced inputs. But now there are two altemative processes to pro-
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duce commodity on€ using the same produced input (commodity two), while there are infinitely many ways to combile ]and and labour to produce commodity two. More specifically, I unit
of commodity one can be produced by either (4 units of commodity two, I units of labour and
I units ofland), or (l unir of commodity two, (l+l) units oflabour and (/+Z) units ofland). The
unit cost function in industr,v two is givel, in obvious notation, by the very simple Cobb-

Douglas function

"'=JG
Settingp, = I

and

p, =

c2,

we see that

(t)

4JG +lw+rr =l
or

."fii+(1+l)w+(r+2)r=l

(2)

(

depending on which method is used in industry one. Now it is easily shown that if 0 r <
0.25w or }|, < r then eq.(l) is the effective real rent/real wage {iontier; when O-?5w < r < w,
eq.(2) yields the effective frontier. Ofcourse, at 4r = rr and / = u entrepreneurs in industry one
will be indifflerent as to which method ofproduction is used. Let /, notionally ,rise' aom zero.
Al firs! eq.( I ) applies and the direct land-output rario in industry one is I but for ]|/ < 4r < 4v
eq.(2) applies and that ratio is (/+1); when w < r however, (l) applies again and thus there is
recurrence ofthe process used in industry one, though there is not reswitching of the complete
(economy-wide) technique. (ln industry two the land-labour ratio, for example, is always equal
to (]r/r) so that no process recurrence is possible as (r/w) increases monotonically). Note that,
because of the recurrence of the f,rst method in industry one, the direct land-output rctio
(labour-outtr ut ratio) is at one pont positively related to the real product rent (product wage)
rate. Note also that since the two direct labourland ratios in industry one, namely (l/r) and (l +
llt + 2), calr be ranked in either order, the labourJand rati o may either frrst rise and then fall,
or first fall and then rise as (r/w) rises.
What of the produced - input coeflicient in industry one? As (r/w) rises, that coefiicient frst falls from4to I and then rises from l to4. It can be shown that if 0>r+ l)then
@r/pl) is increasing with (r/w) at both switch points; at the second switch, then, the use of irput
2 per unit of output I is positively related, to (pJpr).
Hence there are both process recurrence and positive direct input use/input price relationships in industry one, in the presence of constant retums, a zero rcte of interest and unlimited substitution possibilities in indusfy two. (Of course, recurence immediately implies nonmonotonicity of input use/input price relations).

Etample F
Our final example again involves two constant retums to scale industries, production by means
ofthe two commodities, Iand and labour, and a fixed, zero rate of interest. This time, however,
both industies have an unlimited choice ofproduction processes and we focus our attention on
the use of commodity one as an input in the production of commodity two. More sPecifically,
the two unit cost functions, each ofthe 'quadratic square root, type are;
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Zc, = (prw)% +
10c,

(wr)l +8(rpr)x

=2wa 1or*)N

+ (wr)% + S(rp,)Y'

Thus each commodity is produced by means of labour, land and 'the other' commodity. The
input of commodity one per unit ofgross output in industry two, a,r, is given by

20a,r=(wlp,)k +5(r I p,)t
pr = 6r

p, =

cr: L At r = 0 it is readily

checked by substitution that the two 'price =
unit cost' equations are solved by (w = 4,p, = l) and that, consequently, a,, = (l/10). Similarly,
at ra = 0 we have (/ = l, pr :4) and hence a,, = (1/8). We see, then, that both the 'real product
price' ofinput one (p,) and the per-unit-of-output use of input one (ar2) are greater at lr = 0 than
Set

at

and.

r = 0. Thus a,, is not inversely and monotonically related to pr. Note that this is not associofthe complete production process in industry two; no such recurrence is

ated with recurrence

possible when there is a smooth, differentiable unit cost function, as here. Recall too that no
interest rate effect has been involved.
The examples presented above should, presumably, suffice to show that in a range of
different kinds ofproduction model process recunence is possible and that direct physical input
per unit ofgross output in an industry car.be positiyely rcIated to the corresponding price, even
when returns are constant, costs are minimized, and there is no resrvitching or capital revening;
in several cases no interest rate effects of anv kind were involved.
3. DrscussroN oF THE EXAMPLES
A central result - arguably the central result - in the theory ofcost minimizing choice ofinputs,
for a given output, in the face ofgiven input p ces is that

Aq.Ar<0

G)

where q is the row vector of (present value) input prices of both produced and primary
inputs and; is a column vector ofinput quantities, which minimize costs at those prices. Result
(3) is, of course, rather general, covering produced and non-produced inputs, srnooth substitution and discretejumps in inputs, input quantities changing from zero to positive and vice-versa,
etc. lt is thus important to emphasize that all the examples of Section 2 satisry eq.(3) in full.
Very often, of course, a statement ofeq.(3) is quickly followed by some such sentence
as: 'Ifonly one input price changes, so that Agl say is the only non-zero element of &, then it
follows that
Ax,

/ Lq, 10

(4)

Each of our examples above both satisfies eq.(3) and violates eq.(4). The explanation, clearly,
must be that in our exarnples more than one'tnprt price is changing. That is indeed so and we
must now state explicitly both the basis underlying our comparative statics examples and our
reasons for taking that basis to be superiol from an economist's point of view, to that undedying the move from eq.(3) to eq.(a) (i.e., only one input price is changed).
In each of our examples the assumption is maintained throughout that every industry
(both industries when there are two) is always in a long period position, with price equal to unit
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cost for the processes actually in use. Each time that we have obtained a result of the generic
form (Ax/Lqr) > 0, the basis ofour comparative statics exercise has been that the price change
Aq, is associated with such other price changes as maintain pdce < unit cost for every produc-

tion process in the economy (with equality for processes actually used). To put it somewhat
polemicallt our equilibrium compfiative statics exercises were based on taking producer equilibrium seriozsly, maintaining it both before and after the input price change in every industry.
By contast, the argument leading to eq.(4) above does nat take producer equilibrium serrozsly
It may be helpful to present this point in what may perhaps be the simplesl possible
form, Consider a one-commodity economy with constant retums and a fixed, zero rate ofinterest; let the corn, say, be produced by inputs ofcom, land and labour subject to the unit cost funclion
cQ:,r,w), in obvious notation. The com, land and labour inp[t-output ratios are, of
course, given by the three partial dedvatives ofc( ); say (ar,l) = (6c/Ep), (6c/6r), (6c/6u)1. The
usual analysis would then say (corlectly) that [(6a/6p), (6r/6r), (6//6w)] < 0. This is indeed true
but it is of very limited inter€st to the equilibrium theorist. Let (p,lw) satis$ p = cQ),r,w), so
that the economy is in a long-period position. Then p < cQt,r+Ar,w); p < dp,aw+Lw); urd p +
Lp> 4p+Ap,rw),where each Aq> 0. Starting 'in equilibrium', one cannot changejust one input
price and feep the economy 'in equilibrium'. Hence the (true) statement that (6aldp) < 0, e1c.,
is not a reliable guide to the signs of (6al6p), etc. when equilibrium is naintained. That this is
so is precisely what our various examples demonsfate. For the economic theorist wishing to
examine how input price charges are related to input quantity charges between equilibria,
eq.(4) is conect rzt irrelevant. (Ofcourse, eq.(3) is both correct and highly relevano.
The term'coherent long-period analysis' in the title is, then, intended both positively
and critically. Positively, it points to the kind of comparative statics illustrated by our examples,
in which the w&o/e production system is in equilibrium both before and after the change considered. Critically, it conveys the observation that the familiar analysis of input demand curves
embodied in eq.(4) is incoherent, in that it implies that the whole production system cannot be
in equilibrium both before and after the change considered.

c:

4. CoNCLUDING REMARKS

It is not

sensible to conduct the long-period comparative statics of input use in a particular
industry on the basis ofchanging one price at a time. For, flukes aside, that will m ear.that other
industries are not being kept in a long period position, both before and after the price change and how can one simultaneously take equilibdum to be yery important in the one industry and
completely unimportant in all the othen? Wlen our comparative statics is done on a coherent
basis, however, we find that industry level process recurrence can occur. And that, with or without complete process recurrence, individual input-output coefficients can,recur'and can b€
positively related to the pdce ofthe input. All these industry leyel phenomena are possible ]ril&oal any system-level'reswitching'.
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